First benchmarking of the BIANCA model for cell survival prediction in a clinical hadron therapy scenario.
In the framework of RBE modelling for hadron therapy, the BIANCA biophysical model was extended to O-ions and was used to construct a radiobiological database describing the survival of V79 cells as a function of ion type (1 ⩽ Z ⩽ 8) and energy. This database allowed performing RBE predictions in very good agreement with experimental data. A method was then developed to construct analogous databases for different cell lines, starting from the V79 database as a reference. Following interface to the FLUKA Monte Carlo radiation transport code, BIANCA was then applied for the first time to predict cell survival in a typical patient treatment scenario, consisting of two opposing fields of range-equivalent protons or C-ions. The model predictions were found to be in good agreement with CHO cell survival data obtained at the Heidelberg ion-beam therapy (HIT) centre, as well as predictions performed by the local effect model (version LEM IV). This work shows that BIANCA can be used to predict cell survival and RBE not only for V79 and AG01522 cells, as shown previously, but also, in principle, for any cell line of interest. Furthermore, following interface to a transport code like FLUKA, BIANCA can provide predictions of 3D biological dose distributions for hadron therapy treatments, thus laying the foundations for future applications in clinics.